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subject: Statistical Summarlzadon and Data B•re M•n•1ement 
of VLSI IC Device Parameten 
TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 
ABSTRACT 
date: MaJ lt, 1986 
from: D. L. Gerlach 
Al 521QIA 
2D-2'3 s'859 
Information management has become a crucial problem in the semiconductor industry. The 
product engineers responsible for VLSI IC_ manufacture are overwhelmed with infonnation 
and IC test results account for the bulk of this information. 1bis work provides the product 
engineer with a tool that allows long term data base and analysis of IC test results. Device 
parameters are statistically summarized and merged with process parameters to form a data 
base that is compatible with commercial software systems. The problems associated with the 
•• 
statistical summarization and the merging of test data are discussed with a solution that 
provides a direct correlation between process and device parameters. The implementation of 
the solution is discussed and the- capabilities of the system are demonstrated. 
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AT&T Bell Laboratories 
subject: Statistical Summarization and Data Base Mana1ement 
of VLSI IC Device Parameten . 
TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 
date: May 19, 198' 
from: D. L. Gerlach 
Al 52168A 
2D·2'3 s6859 
Information management has become a crucial problem in the semiconductor industry. The 
product engineers responsible for VLSI IC manufacture are overwhelmed with information 
and IC test results account for the bulk of this information. This work provides the product 
engineer with a tool that allows long term data base and analysis of IC test results. Device 
parameters are statisticly summarized and merged with process parameters to farm a -data 
base that is compatible to commercial sof~are systems. The problems associated with the 
statistical summarization and the merging of test data are discussed along with a solution that 
provides a direct correlation between process and device parameters. The implementation of 
the solution is discussed and the capabilities of the system are demonstrated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Information management has become a crucial problem in the semiconductor industry. 
Although vast strides have been made on the part of computer aided design, the areas of 
computer aided manufacturing and testing have lagged behind. Even though work has been 
initiated in these areas, each area currently remains isolated. First, manufacturing control 
systems have been developed and are being deployed in the clean rooms. Second, a computer 
network has been established to gather and store electrical results of the completed integrated 
circuit devices. Finally, another computer system electrically extracts and stores process 
control parameten. Given the development and success of the above mentioned computer 
systems, the next step in the evolution of information management is the integration of these 
three s~parate systems into a larger network that will provide product engineers, process 
engineers, and.design engineers access with relevant manufacturing, processing, and electrical 
information. 
ii, 
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2. BACKGROUND -- Basic IC Manufactur, 
2.1 Circuit Design and Devic, Fabrication 
Manufacture of VLSI Integrated Circuits can be divided into circuit design and device 
fabrication. Circuit design defines the device function and operation while device fabrication 
is the physical construction of the device represented by the circuit design. The details of the 
circuit design and device fabrication are not typically independent. In fact, the design and 
fabrication of leading edge !Cs are completely coupled. To produce a device that is 
competitive, the circuit design must make use of the limits of device fabrication technology. 
Establishing a clear understanding of the complex interdependences between leading edge 
fabrication technology and circuit design is essential for advances in the IC Industry. 
2.2 Process Parameters 
Process parameters are the results of electrical tests made on individual test structures 
that imitate the most basic circuit components. The basic circuit component is a transistor. A 
large portion of the fabrication process is devoted to making transistors that operate to 
certain criterion. To verify and evaluate the process, single transistors are included along 
with the device and have separate electrical connections. The transistors are electrically 
measured and the success of the process is evaluated independent of circuit design. A typical 
transistor parameter is the threshold voltage. Process parameters are easy to correlate to 
I / 
fabrication parameters. An ixample is the relationship between threshold voltage and ion 
implant dose. . 
Although process parameters are not a necessary part of IC manufacture, they are 
critical to keep a process within operating limits. Process parameters are extracted on a 
sampling basis where the sample size depends on the maturity of the process. A new process 
under development may sample 300 parameters on 1/20 of the product, while a more mature 
product may sample 50 parameters on 1/100 of the product. 
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-2.3 Device parameters 
Finished devices are subjected to numerous electrical tests that determine if the device 
works and if it meets certain performance criteria. Since the deyice performance is 
dependent on circuit design and fabrication, device parameters are not easily correlated to 
either circuit attributes or fabrication parameters. In addition, the complex relationship 
between circuit design and fabrication make the interpretation of device parameters all the 
more difficult. Typical device parameten are access time and product yield. 
Device parameters are measured on every device. Clean rooms typically produce about \ 
,.I 
100,000 devices per week and since every device is characterized by about 100 parameters, 
the resulting number of device parameters is enormous. Approximately 30% of 
-
manufacturing cost is attributed to testing. The percentage increases as devices become more · 
complex because test time increases. Device test facilities operate in real time and produce 
data at high rates. Because of the enormous amount of data, full retention of device 
parameters is not possible for more then a few weeks. Since this data needs to be compiled 
over years, it must to be ~ummarized statisticly to allow physical storage and realistic access. 
2 .4 Hierarchical Identification of a Single IC 
The identity of a single IC, as differentiated from another, is given by the following 
hierarchical sequence: code, process line, lot, wafer, and serial number. The code ref en to 
the type of device. The process line is the clean room facility that produced the chip. A lot 
is typically a collection of 50 waf en that are processed simultaneously. A wafer is a thin disc 
of silicon that devices are fabricated on and contains about 100 to 500 devices depending on 
device size. The serial number identifies the spatial coordinates (2-D) of a chip on a wafer. 
3. IDENTIFICATION OF PROJECT 
While the need to develop computer aided techniques to manage the vast amount of 
information associated with IC manufacture is obvious, identification of a specific project that 
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satisfies an immediate need is non-trivial. The task of managing process or device 
parameters separately is formidable and the existing work in these areas is inadequate. In 
addition, process and device parameters are measured in different organi7Jltions and exist in 
different computing environments. After investigating the needs of various organizations 
with respect to analyzing process and device parameters, it became obvious that the data must 
be analyzed together. Therefore, this project involves manipulation of process and device 
parameters. After comparing the relative complexities associated with device parameters as 
opposed to process parameters, it was clear that the device parameters are far more difficult 
to manage because of their inherent complexity and the large amount of data involved. 
Therefore, it is appropriate to concentrate the effort around the device parameters. Since the 
amount of process parame·ters is small compared to the amount of device parameters,- the 
process parameters should be merged into -the device parameters. In addition, the process 
parameters should be brought to the computing environment in which the device parameten 
currently exist and are supported. 
With the above considerations in mind, this project bas been identified to be the 
implementation of a statistical summarization and data base management system that will 
provide manipulation of process and device parameters. This work involves the following 
five steps: 
1. Gaining an understanding of the utility and application of the device parameters to 
product engineers. 
2. Gaining a working understanding of the 'data gathering network' that currently exists 
(raw data format, etc.). 
3. Developing methods of statistical summarization that will compress and preserve the 
relevant information. 
4. Integrate process and device parameters into a data base. 
- 5 -
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5. Provide data base management facilities for the summarized data . 
4. REVIEW OF EXISTING TEST FACILlllES 
.. 
Since the goal of this work is to manipulate device and process parameters, it is 
important to review the test facilities that measure and store the parameters. In both cases, 
the parameters are electricly measured on commercial test equipment. A single piece of test 
equipment is usually ref erred to as a test set. Because of the large volume of product being 
evaluated, there are many test sets operating in parallel. Therefore, the data being measured 
needs to be captured by a computer network and routed to some central location for analysis. 
A manufacturing facility often produces hundreds of different products, however, there 
is usually one product that is routinely produced and serves to provide a baseline of 
operation. Memory products are typically used for baseline because a large fraction of the 
device is repetitive. A 1MB DRAM (1 Megabit Dynamic Random Access Memory) stores 
one million bits of information, and therefore, physically contains one million identical 
memory cells. In addition, since each cell is separately addressable, defects can be located 
spatially and diagnosed. Since memory represents the baseline product, the majority of 
testing activity is devoted to evaluating m·emory. Currently there is a large ~emory Test 
Network that encompasses the entire AT&T IC manufacturing facility. It is within this 
network that the device parameters are captured, stored and analyzed. 
4.1 Memory Test Network 
The memory test network is a hierarchical star shaped network of about 20 medium 
sized compuJer systems and about 100 minicomputers. There are three levels of hierarchy in 
the network. At the base of the network are the individual test sets that are organized into 
different test areas. At the next level of the hierarchy, there is a central computer for every 
test area. Finally the computers servicing these test areas are connected to one central 
• 
computer system. A diagram of a section of the memory test network is shown in Figure 1. 
, .. 
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-4 .1.1 T ~st ar~tu The individual test sets are grouped into areas according to the type of 
evaluation they are making and the manufacturing facility they serve. Different types of 
. 
evaluation are made at various stages in the processing sequence. For a DRAM, the initial 
test is called laser repair. Since most of a DRAM is repetitious, more memory cells are 
fabricated on a single IC then are actually required. The process of laser repair tests the 
virgin device and determines if it works. If the device does not work, the test set determines 
if the memory can be repaired by replacing some of the cells that are not working by the 
redundant cells. H this is the case, the test set ( equipped with a laser) opens certain links 
that attempts to repair the memory. Hence the name: laser repair. 
After laser repair, the wafers undergo further processing and are tested at final prob~. 
This evaluation checks the success of the repair and the intervining processing. Final probe 
represents a more complete test because devices are evaluated to the specific criterion for 
commercial sale. After final probe, the individual devices are sawed out of the wafer and 
placed in packages. The devices are then subjected to a second final probe. Next the devices 
are placed in accelerated life operation and again tested. Tests that occur during various 
stages of manufacture are made in different test areas. 
4.1.2 TSD -- Test System Director Allocated to each test area is a central computer dedicated 
to capturing the test results generated by the individual test sets. These computer systems are 
referred to as TSDs (Test System Directors.) Since the individual test Aets are purchased 
from various vendors, the type of computer controlling the test equipment varies from area 
to area. Hence the primary job of the TSD is to interface with test sets to capture and store 
the test results as they are generated. 
The test equipment exists in the production environment and operates in real time. 
When an individual test set has tested a device and is ready to transfer data, it does so 
without delay and at the maximum rate it is capable of. If the TSD system is down or busy, 
,. the data is lost. Hence, the TSDs are completely dedicated to the task of real time data 
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collection from the test sets. Consequently, the TSD bas limited capacity to support and 
analyze the data. Even though the TSDs are equipped with a total of 400 Megabytes of 
storage, the amount of data completely fills the storage capacity in seven days. 
4.1.2.1 Data conversion and hierarchal integration Although the TSD is dedicated to data 
capture, several important operations occur at the TSD. The data is captured from the test 
set in a format specific to the particular test set. Therefore, the data needs to be converted to 
a more general format. In addition, the data is not organized by the hierarchical 
identification scheme discussed previously. The data packets are identified by the test set 
they where tested on. To bring these separate packets of information together into a 
complete lot, the data must be coalesced together. The process of coalescing the data is not 
completely automatic and requires human assistance. This process is made necessary because . 
the test areas run in production mode and inconsistencies often develop within the data. 
Since a high degree of reliability is needed at and above the test level, trained personnel are 
required to cope with an infinite number of problems that can occur during testing and can 
corrupt the data. 
4.1.2.2 DEC computing environment The TSO systems are PDPll/44 computers runing the 
RSXll operating system. The RSXll operating system is basically compatible to the VAX 
VMS operating system and was chosen because it is capable of operating in real time (as 
opposed to the VMS system). RSXll is a standard DEC product with full support of the 
DECNET network system. Therefore, these systems are easily integrated into a network 
with a high level of reliability and software support. The software that supports the data on 
the TSDs is written in FORTRAN77. This language was chosen for speed of computation, 
real number manipulation, and efficient 1/0 interface. 
4.1.3 Cenlral Data repository At the highest level of the memory test network is the 
computer system responsible for long term storage and manipulation of device parameten. 
0 
This system is a VAX 11/780 running the VMS operating system and is linked to each TSD 
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throughout the company. The link to the TSDs is made with the DEqIBT system that 
provides easy and fast access to the file systems of the individual TSDs. The VAX system 
has been recently purchased and set up. 
The raw data is currently taken from the TSDs and stored on the VAX. Analogous to 
the TSDs, the VAX system must purge the raw data after just a few weeks. There are some 
limited programs available on the VAX system for data analysis. These programs, however, 
are not general and answer specific needs. When a new form of analysis is needed the 
solution must be programmed in FORTRAN77 along with its limited capability to access the 
raw device parameten. 
4.1.4 Raw device parameter data format The data format of the raw device parameters is a 
direct access, binary, hierarchical structure. The details of the data structure are shown in · 
Table 1. This structure manages to represent the hierarchical organization of the data and 
achieve efficient storage. Unfortunately, such a structure is specific to the details of the 
organization of the data it represents. Therefore, the structure is not compatible with any 
commercially available software packages. 
There are three types of device parameters. The simplest parameter is the boolean 
result of a pass or fail test. Second, there are parameters that are the result of the 
measurement of some quantity. These parameters are represented by a scalar number (real) 
and some physical units and are called characterization parameters. Finally, all the tests for 
an IC are summarized and a device is assigned to a bin. There can be 16 bins (modes of 
classification) several of which are allocated to good devices. The Qther bins are assigned to 
various device failure modes. 
4.2 Process Parameter Network 
Analogous to the device parameters and the memory test network, there is a network 
that handles the measuring and acquisition of the process parameters. Unlike the device 
parameters, the proce~s parameters are not an integral part of the manufacture sequence. 
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Hence, the systems that measure and retain process parameters are not near as sophisticated 
as the memory test network. Process parameters are tested on a limited basis by several 
. 
different areas within company. Since product is sampled on a limited basis, the problems of 
real time data capture do not exist for the process parameters. Neither do the problems of 
short storage times. 
Process parameters are brought into the environment of the device parameters. Figure 
2 shows how the process parameters are routed to the memory test network from the primary 
process parameter measurement area. The data is measured by HP (Hewlett Packard) 
computer systems that are interfaced together using HP's shared management resource. The 
data is taken from the HP environment into the UNIX environment using telephone lines and 
XMODEM protocol. From the UNIX PC it is transferred to a larger unix system using- the 
phone lines and uucp protocol. From the large unix system it is transferred to a VAX (VMS) 
machine using ethernet. The data finally exists in the DECNET environment where it is 
easily transferred to the central data repository of the memory test network. While this 
process seems long and inefficient, it does work in a semi-automatic mode. 
5. IDENTIFICATION OF GENERAL PROBLEMS 
There are several general problems associated with providing the capability to analyze 
,process and device parameters over long periods of time. The most difficult problem is 
clearly the need to compress or statisticly summarize the device data. In addition there are 
some subtle problems associated with merging the device and process parameters. Finally, 
there is the problem of maintaining and achieving universal access to the data involved. 
While the problem of compression is technically the more difficult of the three, the 
considerations of access are, in the long run, the most important. 
5.1 Need for Data Compression 
Because the raw device parameters exhaust the storage capabilities of the VAX system 
in a few weeks, it is necessary to reduce the stprage required to retain the device parameten. 
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Due to issues of accessibility, the data must be retained in some direct fashion. This 
requirement precludes the consideretion of standard data compression techniques. Significant 
data compression can be achieved by summarizing the data· statistically. Raw device data is 
measured for every device and the data can be statistically summarized on a wafer or on a lot 
basis. For a boolean device parameter, the per device result is a pass/fail value. A boolean 
parameter summarized over a group of devices (such as a wafer or a lot) results in a 
percentage pass and total devices tested value. This statistical value that contains two scalar 
values (percent pass, and total number) represents a statistical vector. Percent pass alone is 
not sufficient to characterize the data because when the summarized data is summarized the 
number of observations is needed to weigh the individual percentages. Accordingly, 
characterization data (one scalar value) can be represented by a vector containing m~an, 
standard deviation, and number of observations. The bin result of a device is represented 
statisticly by a bin frequency count (the number of observations for each of the 16 bins). 
5.1.1 Loss of data The fundamental problem associated with a statistical summarization is a 
necessary loss of data. A statistical summary is analogous to an integration of a 
mathematical function over some variable. While the 'raw' function is dependent on the 
variable of integration, the result of the integration over some definite range is not a function 
of the variable. The functionality of a quantity with respent to some variable is often critical 
information. When the quantity is s~-narized over a variable, information is lost. 
A common technique to summarize the device parameters is on a per wafer basis. A 
wafer summary indicates the statistical result of the parameters for all the devices on a wafer. 
The individual devices ar~ located on a wafer in a two dimensional surface. Therefore, a 
single device has a spatial position with respect to the wafer. The wafer summary has the 
effect of eliminating the spatial information that was present in the raw data. Spatial 
<;orrelation of device parameters is common and important. The center portion of a wafer is 
usually the highest yielding area of good devices because the center most devices are furthest 
away from the edge of the wafer where th~ wafer is handled by tweezers and robots. There 
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are also subtle spatial variations across a wafer. An oxide grown in a furnace where the 
bottom of the wafer is slightly hotter or cooler then the top of the wafer results in subtle 
differences in device performance from the top to the bottom of the wafer. Discovering this 
correlation can lead to an understanding of the mechanism and therefore can lead to a 
solution the problem. 
5.1 .2 Methods of compression Although one would like to identify a superior compression 
method, the bottom line is that no compression method is superior in all circumstances. 
Therefore, chasing a particular compression method, requires consideration of the expected 
use of the data. Since an important goal of this work is to provide the tility to uncover 
correlations in the data, it is unfortunate that assumptions must be made aoout data before 
the data is accumulated and analyzed. 
') 
For example, a data base is set up utilizing a compression method that carefully 
preserves spatial information by summarizing the devices that occupy a given position on a 
wafer. This summarization is done across a lot of wafen, therefore the associated loss of 
data is the individual wafer identities. Hypothetically, this data base is accumulated over 
several months and the raw data is lost. In addition, a certain failure mechanism is suspected 
that is dependent on wafer position in a carrier. Perhaps, it is suspected that the first and last 
positions in the boat receive a different chemical exposure causing a subtle degradation in the 
device performance. Since the data base has sacrificed wafer identification, the data base 
cannot be used to determine if this mechanism is present. The positional dependence of a 
wafer during a process step is a typical subtlety involved in fabrication and the identification 
of such a prDblem can lead to a significant improvement in device yield. 
5.1 .3 1Standard compression method Although there is not any one compression method that 
will satisfy all possible needs, it is convenient to identify a particular method that will be used 
. 
' 
on standard product for standard analysis. Such a method must achieve a high degree of 
compression. In a high volume production environment, it has been suggested that a simple 
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lot summary is appropriate. Although this method losses spatial and wafer identification, the 
volume of data accumulated partially makes up for the deficiency. In a development 
. 
environment, where small product runs and more detailed analysis is needed, a combination 
of wafer summary and spatial summary may be appropriate. This combination results in a 
relatively small compression factor that can be tolerated by small runs. In summary, given a 
device, consideration of the environment leads to an appropriate method of compression used 
routinely and allows data base management over the life of the product. 
5 .1.4 Maintain flexibility While a standard compression method is appropriate for routine 
product, it is not acceptable for experimental product. Experimental lot analysis usually 
requires greater insight to make the necessary process and device correlations then that on 
standard product. Therefore, in addition to a standard compression method, flexibility must . 
be maintained to allow for the analysis of experimental lots. In fact, the particular 
compression method must be identified and configured for individual lots. Implementing 
such a flexible summarization and data base management system is difficult because the 
organization of the data varies among the different compression methods. 
5 .2 Integration of Data 
There are several problems associated with merging process and device parameters. 
First, the data from different areas are often organized in different structures. Second, a 
subtle problem arises when the identifying information associated with the data is not in 
f, 
identical f onn or does not follow identical convention. Finally, the reliability of the data and 
the identifying inf onnation must be resolved. 
5.2.1 Varying organizations Data that is generated from different sources and originated for 
different purposes is often organized differently. This difference must be resolved when the 
data is merged resulting in a common organization. In addition, it must be possible to 
convert the present organization into the common organization with the information provided 
with the data. This problem occun ~ithin the memory test network. Recall that the data 
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originating from the individual test sets is identified and organized by the test set measur
ing 
the data. Higher in the network the data must be organized by the hierarchical sequence
 
identifying a device (code,line,lot,wafer,device). Since a lot is measured in parallel on 
different test sets, the lot's data is spread out over the files identified by individual test 
sets. 
In this case, the solution was radical because it requires human intervention to convert
 the 
data to a lot based organization. Fortunately, the organizational differences between pro
cess 
and device parameters are not that ~evere. The device parameten are measured on e
very 
device and organized by a hierarchy of lot, wafer and device. The process parameters
 are 
measured on five sites per wafer and are organized by lot and wafer. As we will see l
ater, 
this organizational difference is resolved by a particularly interesting summarization method
. 
5.2.2 Varying identifying information A subtle and unanticipated problem was encountered . 
during an attempt to merge the process parameters with the device parameters. 
The 
information that accompanies the device parameters and ~pecifies lot and wafer identifica
tion 
is not consistent from each test area. TI1e memory test network employs different 
and 
varying lot and wafer naming conventions then the process parameter area. It is impossible 
to develop an algorithm to convert from one form of wafer identification to another bec
ause 
. 
the conventions used to record the identification varies. Since the parameters belonging
 to a 
certain wafer cannot be automatically identified with the corresponding packet of pro
cess 
parameters, the process of merging the process and device parameters cannot o
ccur 
automatically. 
In the process parameter test area the lot name is entered as a six character field whose 
contents are specified by the product engineer who enters the lot into the test area. In
 the 
memory test area the lot name is entered in a ten character field as a line code concaten
ated 
with a four digit lot code. Some areas in the memory test network are equipped with bar
 
code readers that read the lot and wafer identification directly (and automatically) from the 
,, 
wafer. However, not all process lines have bar codes scribed on the wafen. 
- 14 -
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A short term solution to this problem involves some human assistance, as in the 
memory test network. The long term solution to the problem is the establishment and rigid 
. 
adherence to a common naming convention. Since bar codes can be read automaticly and 
reliably, plans are being made to provide process lines with bar coded wafers and equip all 
test areas with bar code readers. 
5 .2 .3 Reliability of test data There are issues associated with the reliability of the test data. 
Consider the following sequence of events that commonly occur in a device test area. A lot 
is being tested on a particular test set. A few wafers into the lot, the test set develops a 
problem that results in all the devices failing the test. After a few wafers have failed, this 
unusual event gains the attention of the operator who signals a test engineer. The test 
engineer finds and repairs the problem. Then the test engineer retests a single wafer several . 
times to ensure the results are consistent. Assured that the test set is now working, he 
instructs the operator to remeasure all the wafers. Every measurement has been captured by 
the test network and there are now multiple data entries for the same wafer. Since no 
consistency check is made to resolve multiple occurrences, it is resolved by ·human 
intervention at a higher level in the network. 
5 .3 Accessibility 
The most important problem associated with the data base management of the 
parameters is assuring universal access to the data. Since the process and device parameters 
are of interest to almost every engineer and manager concerned with IC manufacture, an 
effort must be made to ensure that the access and manipulation of the parameters is as easy 
as possible. This problem can be solved by developing a data base that is compatible with 
commercial DBMS, Query, and Analysis packages. In addition, the data base must be 
capable of efficient access as the amount of data will test the storage capacity limits of the 
VAX system. Finally, there is the problem of the hierarchical nature of the data. 
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S.3.1 Compatibility to commercial DBMS The cornerstone of providing the user community 
with access to process and device parameters is the ability to make the data base compatible 
to commercial software products such as: DBMSs, Query Language Systems, Report 
Generators, Graphics Systems and Statistical Analysis Packages. By far the most common 
data model supported by existing software packages is the relational model. The relational 
model of a data base results in the structure of ~e data being 'flat.' A flat structure is one 
whose records all contain the same fields. The information contained in the fields of a given 
record is related· to the other fields in that same record, hence the relational model. 
The current structure of the parameters is hierarchical rather then relational. 
Therefore, the storage structure currently in use contains different types of records: lot 
-
identification records, wafer identification records, device identification records, and finally 
data records. The effect of a hierarchical structure is that a data item shares the identifying 
information with m3l!y other single data items. In a relational or flat model, every single 
data item has it own identifying infonnation. In summary, the present data structures must 
be converted to flat structures to be compatible with the relational model. 
5.3.2 Need for efficient access In addition to providing compatibility to commercial systems, 
the particular implementation of the data base must provide efficient access to the 
inf onnation. A typical query would involve the selection of a single test (from a possible 100 
tests) and perhaps a subset of lot, wafer or device identifications. For a simple relational 
data base, ,~very record would have to be accessed and its fields tested for compliance to the 
query condition. Because of the vast amount of data involved, simple exhaustive linear 
search will not provide adequate access speed. Therefore, the implementation will need to 
include some access technique to speed the acquisition of records whose key fields contain 
some value. Most commercial DBMS implementations allow various techniques by which 
this can·~ achieved. 
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5.3.3 Data is hitrarchical, not strictly rtlational Finally we must address the problem that 
the parameters of interest are inherently hierarchical and not strictly relational. The 
overwhelming implication of going from a highly hierarchical structure to a flat structure is 
the duplication of identifying information. To assess the magnitude of the problem, consider 
the ratio of the amount of storage required for a single test result as compared to the amount 
of storage required to store the identifying information. A statistical vector for 
characterization data can be represented by the mean, the sigma and the number of 
observations. In a binary format that can be stored in 10 bytes and easily accessed. The 
identifying information specifying: code, line, lot, wafer, and device, require 50 bytes 
(excluding essentials like date and test temperature, etc.). Since only 20% of a flat record is 
unique the conversion from the hierarchical form to the relational form will increase storage 
by a minimum of 400%. Therefore, the relational model must be compromised to the extent 
to which compatibility with commercial systems will allow. Most commercial systems allow 
the cross between two relational tables thereby allowing identifying information to be stored 
in a separate table while maintaining the hierarchy with pointers to (and from) the test 
results. 
6. IDENTIFICATION OF SPECIFIC SOWTION 
Although a general solution to the problems associated with parameter manipulation is 
not feasible in any reasonable amount of time, a specific solution has been identifjed that 
directly merges and provides manipulation of process ond device parameters. To merge the 
process and device parameters, they must first be converted to the same organization. This 
conversion leads to particularly interesting compression method called a spatial zone 
summarization. In addition to the zone summarization, further compression can be achieved 
by selective parameter reduction. The resolution of identifying information is made by 
interaction with an engineer. Finally, the hierarchical structure of data used to represent the 
parameters is converted to a family of flat files for relational compatibility. 
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6.1 Sam~ Organization as Process Parameters 
0 
The organization of the device parameters are on a per device basis
, while the process 
parameters are on a five site per wafer basis. To merge the param
eters together, a one to 
one correspondence needs to exist between the device and process 
parameters. There are 
several techniques that can be used to produce this correspondenc
e. One technique is to 
summarize both sets of parameters by wafer. This technique would 
eliminate the common 
spatial dependency of certain parameters. Another technique is
 to choose the device 
parameters of very near neighbors to the location where the 
process parameters are 
measured. Typically one to five devices are chosen around a proces
s test site. This method 
·--'.> eliminates all other devices not adjacent to a process test site as opposed to summa
rizing 
them. The yields of a leading edge product are not typically high e
nough to ensure a high 
probability of measuring valuable parameters on a small random sam
ple of devices. 
6.2 Spatial Zone Statistical Summary 
A wafer can be viewed as a two dimensional surface. Therefore, th
e chips on a wafer 
can be grouped together into spatial zones. These zones can be
 used as summarization 
groups. This compression method is interesting because it represent
s a compromise to the 
problem of data reduction and information loss. Since process para
meters are measured at 
the center, top, right, left and bottom of a wafer, exclusive zones
 can be defined around 
these process test locations. Figure 3 shows a wafer map specif
ying the locations of the 
process test sites and the corresponding spatial zones containing t
he devices. Since it is 
' 
~ 
desirable to include all devices in the summarization, the zones inclu
de every device on a 
wafer. For the case of five zones per wafer, a respectable compress
ion ratio of 20 to 1 can 
be o~tained. Notice also that a wafer summarization is actually a 
special case of a spatial 
zone summarization: one zone covering the entire wafer. 
Using the spatial zone 
summarization -technique, a one to one correspondence can be establ
ished between a process 
test site and the devices occupying the zone surrounding the test site. 
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6.3 Selective Parameter Reduction 
In addition to the spatial zone compression, it is desirable to use a technique of 
reduction by selective parameters. Given that a large number of process parameters are 
measured, each for a different but specific purpose, it is then useful to have the capability of 
choosing only those parameten that are of interest. The selective parameter reduction 
method allows selection of a subset of the parameters thereby reducing the total storage 
requirements. 
6.4 Interactive Input of Identifying Information 
At the present time, the identifying information accompanying device and process 
parameters is neither consistent nor is it necessarily correct. In addition, erroneous -test 
results may be introduced into the data. - These problems are resolved by engineering 
interaction. Also, all the information needed to analyze the data is not included in the raw 
data. An example is in the memory test network where information describing the 
fabrication line and version of the device circuit is not explicitly stated. This information can 
be inf erred through convention or knowledge of the test program used to measure the 
parameters. In a higher level data base it is useful to directly ref er to certain data attributes 
that are not included in the raw data. Therefore, it is useful to allow the input of 
'supplementary• information about the test results. Supplementary information will · be the 
key fields in the data base that define the hierarchy and resolve the identities of the data 
from the process and device areas. 
6 .5 Flat Files ·· Relational Compatibility 
To maintain compatibility with commercial software systems, the merged data base 
must conform to a relational model. A fundamental problem with converting from a 
hierarchical to a relational model is the duplication of identifying information ( or header 
information). The solution to this problem involves a compromise of the relational data 
model. Instead of one data base with records containing all the header information and the 
.. 19 -
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-data, several relational data bases are used with corresponding links (pointers) to represent 
the hierarchy. Specifically all header information is relegated to a central header file that will 
' 
contain relational records containing the fields that identify the hierarchy of a wafer. In 
addition, the header file will contain other important information such as date, test location, 
program name, etc. The individual' test parameters are relegated to data files according to 
their type: boolean device parameters, characterization device parameters, bin device 
parameters, and process parameters. The data files share a single field in common with the 
header file and this field functions as a link between them. In this way, a family of relational 
files implements ·the data hierarchy with an acceptable amount of duplicated header 
information. 
7. IMPLEMENTATION OF SPECIFIC SOWTION 
The implementation of the specific solution discussed will need to fulfill the following 
requirements. First, the data base system must allow access to final probe device parameters 
and process parameters. In addition, it must contain the facilities that allow the addition of 
laser repair device parameters at a future date. Second, the data base must be easily 
accessible by the DATATRIEVE DBMS. The DATATRIEVE system was chosen because it 
is a complete DBMS, Query Language, and Report Generation package commercially 
supplied and fully supported by DEC for the VAX (VMS) computer system. Finally the data 
base must have the facilities to provide efficient access to the data conditional upon a few key 
access fields. 
7.1 Flow of Information into the Data Base 
The information flow of the data base is given in Figure 4. The final probe device and 
the process parameter files are similar in that they contain header information and test data. 
The first process is the interactive selection of data and the input of supplementary keys. 
The result of this process is the creation of a header file that contains the primary keys (input 
from the selection process) and the extracted header information from both final probe and 
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process data. The header files also contains the file name and the record number where the 
corresponding raw data is stored. Finally, the header file contains a unique field that will 
' 
serve as a pointer to the merged data in the data base. The header file now contains all the 
information needed to load the data into the database. The next process is the spatial zone 
compression that converts the raw data into summarized data and then stores the data in a 
flat file format. The combination of the header file and the summarized data files now 
represent the data base. As shown in Figure 4, the DATATRIEVE Query language is used 
to access the data and the DATATRIEVE report generating facilities is used to analyze the 
data. In addition, the RS1 statistical analysis package is used for analysis and graphics. 
7.2 Interactive Selection and Input of Primary Keys 
The process of interactive selection and primary key input is a critical processes needed · 
in construction and maintenance of the data base. This process is performed twice, once for 
the final probe data, and again for the process parameten. The purpose of this process is 
twofold. First, it solves the problem of resolving corresponding data from final probe to 
process parameters. Second, it achieves the selective elimination of bad data and the 
resolution of duplicate data. 
a 
~ 
An example of the interactive facility is demonstrated in Figure 5. The command line 
to the program specifies the data base name (mb) and the raw data input file (510038.wafer). 
The input file contains the final probe data for a lot of wafen designated 038 {the 51 refers 
to a certain process line). The first sequence of queries seeks the input of four supplemental 
primary keys: date, line, code and lot. These keys are supplementary because they are not 
originally included in the data and they serve as the primary keys by which the data will be 
accessed. The next query determines if split lot information is to be incl~ded so that 
experimental lot analysis can be made. If the lot was a split lot, a two character code is input 
for every wafer. The code specifies what split group that wafer belongs to. This facility 
allows the data base to be queried conditionally on the split group. The previous five queries 
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are always asked for every lot. The following queries occur once p
er wafer in the lot. 
The raw _parameter files contain header information specifying th
e name of the wafers 
as recorded in the test area. For every wafer in the input file, 
the name of the wafer (as 
. 
recorded at test) is displayed and a default wafer name is calculated. At 
this point, the 
operator of the program can do the following. First, the defau
lt name of the wafer can be 
chosen as the primary wafer name. Second the operator can
 enter the wafer name 
independent of the name recorded h1 the test area. Finally, th
e operator can answer "n" 
signaling that the wafer is NOT to be included in the data. Waf
ers selected from this process 
are stored in the header file keyed on the newly entered supp
lementary information along 
with the file name and record number of the data. The process 
is repeated for the process 
data with the following exception. If the primary lot and the pr
imary wafer name exist hrthe 
. 
header file, the process information is placed into the approp
riate fields within the header 
information. The result is a header file with a record per wafer
 and fields within that record 
pointing to both the final probe data and the process data. The
refore, the resolution of the 
corresponding data is made by the matching of the primary lot an
d wafer fields. In addition, 
the resolution of erroneous and duplicate information is 
made by not selecting the 
appropriate data. 
7 .3 Data Base File Structure 
The file structure of the data base is shown in Figure 6. The he
ader file contains the 
primary keys along with the detailed header information extrac
ted from the final probe and 
the process raw data files. In addition, the header file contains 
a field whose value is unique 
for every record in the file and serves as a pointer to (and from) the data files
. Shown in the 
figure are several data files, one for every type of inform
ation: boolean final probe, 
characterization final probe, and process data. Individual dat
a files contain several fields: 
the link to the header file, the test number, and the statisti
cal vector representing the 
summarized test results repeated for the five wafer zones. 
The details documenting the 
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fields ind their locations are shown in Tables 2 and 3. 
. 
7 .3 .1 Hierarchy using relational files All the files in the data base are relational files. The 
link that serves to connect the header records to a group of data records compromises the 
relational model but is supported by the DATATRIEVE model. The individual data items 
associated with a given hierarchical sequence are easily accessed by testing the primary key 
fields in the header file and obtaining the link to the data. Within the data files, the link is 
sufficient to identify the one to one correspondence across different data files (recall that 
there is a unique header record for every wafer). Therefore, the relational files, with the 
addition of a single link, fully and adequately represents the hierarchical nature of the data. 
7.3.2 RMS file format The files comprising the data base are implemented using the VMS 
Record Management System (RMS). RMS is an integral part of the VMS files structure and · 
is suppnrted by the VMS system itself. The RMS system supports and implements keyed 
~dexed files. Indexed files are organized to store records in predefined orders of sorting. 
There may be multiple keys or sort order fields in a file. Since the records are placed in a 
file along with a sorted key table, access to a given record with a specified key field may be 
made in order log base 2 time (binary search). Figures 7a and 7b show single and multiple 
key organizations respectively. 
7 .4 Demonstration of System 
The system has been implemented and consists of four programs for selecting and 
converting device and process parameters. These programs, along with several minor 
support programs are written in FORTRAN77. About ten lots worth of final probe and 
process data have been loaded into the data base from the current baseline product: 1 
Megabit DRAM. This data is made up of about 450 wafers for a total of about 600,000 
individual test results. The data is accessed and manipulated with the DATATRIEVE query 
language. 
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Figures 8 through 12 show the record definitions that describe the fields within the five 
files. In addition to allowing access to the data, DATATRIEVE allows the use of calculated 
fields. A calculated field is a field that does not actually exist iit the data base but is 
calculated from fields that do exist. Calculated fields are used to present the data in a more 
conventional format. The statistical vector for the characterization data contains the sum, the 
sum of the squares, and the number of observations of the data. This statistical vector was 
used instead of mean and sigma because the sums can be simply added to summarize the 
vectors. Therefore, calculated fields are used to display mean and sigma values. A wafer 
summary is also calculated since the data from all five zones is present in one record. 
Figures 13 through 18 are examples of DATATRIEVE access and output. Figure 13a 
shows the contents of the primary fields of the header file. Figure 13b shows the detailed 
information extracted from the final probe raw data. Figure 14a shows the data fields from 
the final probe characterization data file, while Figure 14b shows the calculated fields and 
wafer summary fields. Figure 15 shows the contents of the process parameter data file. 
', 
Figure 16 demonstrates the ability to conditionally access the data on the basis of the primary 
header information. The HREC field is the link between the files. Figure 17 demonstrates 
the ability to access both the device and process parameters together. 
The goal of this system is to provide the capability to correlate device parameters and 
process parameters. This capability is demonstrated by plotting access time as a function of 
channel length and is shown in Figure 18. Access time is a very important device parameter 
that is measured at final probe. It determines the memory speed and is dependent on 
transistor gain. The transistor channel length, a process parameters, controls the transistor 
gain thereby controlling the memory speed. H the DRAM operates too fast or too slow, the 
internal clocks do not sync thereby causing the device not to operate properly. 
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B. SUMMARY 
The Semiconductor manufacturing industry is in the midst of a revolution of 
information management. This highly competitive and complex industry represents the 
_pinnacle of high technology. The product engineers responsible for VLSI manufacture of 
integrated circuits are overwhelmed with information. The IC test results make up the bulk 
of this information. This work provides the product engineer with a tool that allows the long 
term data base and analysis of IC test results. In addition, this work provides the capability 
to uncover previously unknown relationships between the fabrication and the performance of 
the devices being manufactured. 
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Btgining Block - List Hlad Pointers 
==================================================•~-======~=•err~=======~==~== :z::::..~-:::::sa:sss 
rtype 
brtcs 
e1pnt 
dspnt 
charactert1 
bytt 
int,g,rt4 
int,g,rt4 
1 
1 
4 
4 
1 'B' record type 
2 t of additional 10 bytt rtc0rds accoci1ttd with this sublot (0) 
3 pointer to first rtal 'S' - btginin9 of currtnt sublots list 
7 pointtr to first dtltttd 'S' - btgining of dlltttd sublots list 
===========z=======================--==================-==-========-----= :-,: ---- ===-=-===•a:::=1 == 
·sublot Header - Systecn lnfor11ation Rteord 
====~===================:::s::::::::::::m:::::::::::::::::m::ss:===========~~-=========-••1:121:s: 
rtype 
srtcs 
ntxts 
sys ten 
staton 
utrson 
year 
IIOnth 
day 
recent 
devcn t 
lot id 
character*l 
bytt 
intfgfr*4 
bytt 
bytt 
inttgtr*2 
byte 
bytt 
bytt 
byte 
integer*4 
integert2 
character*20 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
2 
20 
prog characttr*lO 10 
bti1ne byte 3 
et i1ne byte 3 
byte 4 
1 'S' record typt 
-2 I of additional 10 bytt rtcords 11soci attd with this sublot ( 6) 
3 dirtet acctss pointer (record nUllbtr) of ntxt sublot (0 => last) 
7 nodt numbtr (tHt systtt1) nnn 
8 station number sss 
9 filt vtrsion nuabtr of dltalogs vvv 
1 year ttstfd 00 to 200 (1900 to 2100) 
2 aonth ttsttd 1 to 12 
3 day t,sted 1 to 31 
4 undefined 
•nn,,, •• ;vvv 
5 total 10 byte record count 1ccoai1ted with this sublot 
9 number of devices associated with this sublot (I of htadtr records) 
-
1 sublot identification (wafer id) two 10 bytt records spanned by lotid 
1 ttst prograa nan, 
1 hour minutt second tillf sublot starttd t~tin9 
4 hour minute stcond time sublot tndtd t1stin9 
7 undefined 
---~~-------------------------------------------
----------------------------------~--------~----
---~---
------------------------
-----------------------~------------------------~~~
---~~~-------------------- ---
Header Record - Df.Jict Header 
=============:..-====================================================================================== 
rtype chariettrt1 
bin byte 
stri al int'9fr*4 
te.np in tegert2 
relrec integer*2 
1 
1 
4 
2 
2 
'H' r1cord type 
bin n~ber assi9ntd to dtuict 
dtvict serial nllftber 
temperature (degrees c) 
rela-tive pointer to last record in devict (nUllber of data records) 
======================================================================================
========-~========= 
• 
Data Record - Individual Test Result 
=====================================================================================•=
================== 
rtype characttr*l 
rtsult characttr*l 
tnum int,9ert2 
units characttr*2 
value real*4 
1 
1 
2 
2 
4 
I 
'D' record type 
pass/fail result (P pass G good F fiil B bad) 
test number 
en9ir,e,er1r,s ,Jni ts of •value• <~> <Ill> < F> < X> 
test value 
======================================================================================
=============:===== 
TABLE 1 .. 
I 
Raw Device Data File Definition 
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field D1ta.typ1 (Si11 Position) Key Description••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
a::s:::z:s:zazzs::azzs::z::c:sm:m:r.a==i=+1a•sssssassas:aa1.-aa••===~saaa:nra .. asar.=:z:aa::n:a:a:ss:ums::a:::::::s•s:z 
hrte int,9,rA4 4 
d3tt 
line 
codt 
lat 
waf 
split 
fphdr 
lrhdr 
phdr 
tpdat 
lrcbt 
pdat 
tptile 
fprecn 
fplot 
tppro9 
fplit 
tp:on 
tpdate 
fpte1p 
fpnode 
tpsta 
fpver 
lrtile 
lrrecn 
lrlot 
lrpro9 
lrlit 
lrzon 
lrd.1te 
lrte1p 
lrr,ode 
lrsta 
lrver 
pfilt 
prec 
pcode 
: plot 
pwat 
pspl 
pte1p 
p,jat.e 
char xttr ll2 
chir act er *6 
CMracterA6 
character*6 
characterA2 
charact,rA2 
char1eter*l 
charicter*l 
ch1r1cter*l 
character *l 
character Al 
character*l 
characterl20 
int19erA4 
char1clerl20 
character*lO 
ch-1racter*20 
char 1cter *20 
cnaracter~tl2 
inte~er*2 
byte 
byte 
inte9erA2 
cn.1r acter *20 
intt'3er*4 
charicter*20 
ch.1tacter •10 
charicter*20 
char .icter *20 
character*l2 
inte9er*2 
byte 
byte 
inle9er*2 
ch:3racter*20 
inte~er*4 
ch.1r .Jeter *6 
char Jcter,ic7 
character*? 
chir acter*2 
ir,te9er*2 
char1cter~l~ 
12 
6 
' 6 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
20 
4 
20 
10 
20 
20 
12 
l 
l 
2 
20 
4 
20 
10 
20 
20 
12 
., 
., 
1 
1 
2 
20 
4 
& 
"' I 
7 
2 
2 
l , 
•• 
• 1:4 Key-0 header record rMJabtr -- kty to t11t r11ult1 
5:16 
17:22 
23:28 
29:34 
35:36 
37:38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45:64 
6S:68 
69:88 
89:98 
99:118 
11;:138 
139:lSO 
151:152 
153 
.154 
155:156 
• 
157: 176 
177:180 
181:200 
201:210 
211:230 
.. 
231:~so 
,,~Jl. ".)l.., 
.. • .. a .. 
263:264 
")c-
•'-:i 
266 
267:268 
269:288 
"89''9' . . ....
293:298 
299:305 
306:312 
313:314 
315:316 31~::::s 
Kev-1 
. 
Key-2 
Key-3 
Key-4 
l<ey-S 
Key-6 
Key-7 
Key-8 
Key-9 
pri1ary ktys (inttr1ctivly obtained) 
dat, tntertd in heider file 
process line identifier 
product codt 
lot identifier 
water id 
split into 
tla9s indicatin~ stit1 at htader 1r1as 
fla9 -- final probt htlder loaded <Y,N> 
flag -- laser repair header loaded (Y,N> 
tla9 -- process header lo~ded <Y,N> 
tla1 -- final probe d~ta loaded <Y,H,1>-
fla~ -- l1ser r1piir ~ti loaded <Y,N,I) 
flag -- process dat1 lolded <Y,N,I) 
final probt dtviet htader in.toraation -- 111ary tests 
tilt specificit1on 
rtcard MJaber in tilt 
lot idtntitication 
test pro9r31 na1e 
Literal Table filt n11e 
Zone Tible tilt na1e 
Date tested (dd-11.-yyyy) 
Test Te1perature in De9C 
test node 
lest station 
Iest file version nu1ber 
laser repair device header intor1ation -- 1e1ory tests 
file specitic1tion 
record nu1ber 1n tile 
lot identiticit1on 
test pro9ra1 naae 
Literal ?able tile nl1e 
Zone !able file r.l1e 
D1te tested (d~-111-yyyy > 
test Te1perature in De9C 
Iest node 
test station 
te:t file verslon nu1ber 
process header infor1ation -- FIP! tests 
tilt specitic3tion 
record nuaber 1n tile 
code id 
lot id 
w.1f er 1d 
split id 
lest te1periture in De9C 
date tested (dd-111-yyyy :• 
TABLE 2. 
Header FIie Structure 
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--- ------
Fllt Descriptor.: A.EPP <Pus/Fail Stat Utctar) ~ 
lte0rd F_ar11t ••• : fixtd ~th ~torutttd 
fil1.0r9aniutian .: lndextd (Keyed I Slqutntial) 
lecord Lengt.h ••••• : 26 byl11 
Fitld Dita.type <Sizt Position> Kry Dtscription ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,,•• 
aaza::z:mmzwm:azzn•:, aa:z:z=-========z:::.===---=========::mz::=========::::%am 
hdrrte intt91r,4 
trKJ1 int.19eril 
Npass 
Ntail 
inte9erA2 
int143er*2 
4 
2 
2 
2 
I 
1:4 
S:6 
Key-0 
K,y-1 
record nuaber in header, not-\1\ique - k!Y to test results 
test nuaber 
Statistical vtetor <rep1at1d S ti1es>: 
Nu1ber ot dies ~ssing test 
NtJaber ot dies tailing test 
----~~---------------~----~--------------=--=_,..-.-..~-:-~--------~--= 
--------------------=---~---~----~-------------------------------------------- -- ------- --~ .... ~~---~ 
-------------------- -------~-----
File Descriptor.: A.FPC (Char. Stat Vector) 
lecord Foraat ••• : Fixed Len9th Unforaatted 
File Organizat1on .: Indextd (Ktytd I S1qu1ntial> 
Record Length ••••• : 56 bytes 
Field D~t~_Typ, ·csi:e Position) Key Description••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
----------~~------------------=------------------------~---·-------------------~---::::::::::s:::::ss::z 
----------~------------------- ---~--------------------------------~~------..,.,---~---
hash int19erA4 4 1:4 Key-0 hash 1ark, not-""iqut -- kty to test results 
tnu1 inte9erA2 2 S:6 Key-1 test nuaber 
-
Statistical vector (repeated 5 ti11s): 
, 
Sui real*4 4 Sua ot the ch1racterization test results 
S1J12 rtal*4 4 ' .. Sui ot the squares of tht above 
Nu1 1nte9eri2 2 Nuaber ot dies tested with char. test 
----------------------------------------------------------------- --------
------ -t9el--~-::::::::::-.::·::·===== 
-----~---------------------------------------------------------~--~~----~__.--~----- ---- - -- -
Filt Descriptor.: A.FPB <Bin Stat Vector) 
Record For1it ••• : Fixed Len~th Unfor1atted 
File Or9aniz~tion .: Indexed (Keyed I Sequentiil) 
leeord Lin9th ••••• : 38 bytes 
. 
. 
Field Data_Type <Size Position). Key Description••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
----------------------------------------------------------------------~-__.~--~---~~-~-------------
------------------------------------------------------------------~--~~~~~-~ --..._.. -----~----~~----
hash inte9er*4 
ZOMUI !:1te~er,2 
-
2 
1:4 Key-0 hash 1ark, not-unique -- key to test results 
S:6 · Key-1 :cne nuaber 
Bin trequency counts (repeated 16 ti1es) 
trequency count for bin N 
~------~----~------------!9all------------------~----------------~------------~----~-~-------~--------~~~---
------- ~-------------------------~------------------------..-.---~~~--~~~-------- ---------~-----~- ---
File Descriptor .: A.PDT (Process D~tl St3t Vector> 
Record Foraat ••• : Fixed Length Untor1atted 
File Or9anii1tion .: Index!d (Keyed I Sequential) 
Record Len9th ••••• : 26 bytes 
Field Dit~_type <Size Position) Key Description••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
=============================r---========= .. --=--=====---===------===....,=---- =============·=.:-·===--=-===---===== 
hash integerA4 
tnu1 inte9erA2 
result re.11*4 
4 
2 
4 
1:4 Key-0 hash 1irk, not-unique -- key ~a test results 
test nuaber 
Statistical vector <repeated S ti1es>: 
test result 
-------------------------------------------------------------~-------~~-----~~-------------------~-----~-----------------~---~~-------------------------------~---------------..---------------~---------~~~~------
TABLE 3.· 
Data File Structure 
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FIGURE 3. 
Wafer Map of Spatial Zone Summary 
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$ run fpadd t,.. 
FPA>mb•td.b2:510038.~a! 
llb 
BD file contains 36 sublots 
.. 
-.....,_. 
Enter date (dd-mmm-yyyy>? 15-apr-1986 Enter line id (6ch&r>? ddl 
Enter code id C6ch&r>? mbvl.3 
Enter lot ·id < 6ch&r > ? mg038 
Do you wish to enter split info <Y-N> CNJ? .• n 
Sublet: 510038 510038034 , Hafer id [34J? Adding record 
Sublot: 510038 510038035 , Hafer id [35J? Adding record 
Sublet: 510038 510038036 Hafer id [36] ? , 
• Adding record 
Sublet: 510038 510038033 , Hafer id [33]? Adding record 
Su.blot: 510038 5·10038031 , Hafer id [31] ? Adding record 
Suhlot: 510038 510038021 Hafer id [21] ? , • Adding record 
Sublet: 510038 510038041 , Hafer id [41] ? Adding record 
Sublet: 510038 51003837 , Wafer id [37] ? Adding record 
Sublet: 510038 51003817 , Wafer id [17] ? Adding record 
Sublet: 510038 510038016 Hafer id [16] ., n , • Sublet: 510038 510038048 , Wafer id C48J ? n Sublet: 510038 510038017 , Hafer id (17] ? n Sublet: 510038 · 510038038 , Wafer id [38] ? n • Sublet: 510038 51038046 , Wafer id C46J ? n Su.blot: 510038 · 510038028 , Wafer id [28] ? n Sublet: 510038 510038028 , Wafer id [28J ? 
• Adding record 
Sublot: 510038 510798038 Wafer id C38J ? , • Adding record 
Sublet: 510038 510038028, Hafer id C28J ? Warning: record exists with dev header!! Try again ... 
Sublet: 510038 510038028 , Hafer id [28] ? n Sublet: 510038 510038048 , Hafer id C4SJ ? Adding record 
Sublet: 510038 510038038 , Wafer id [38] ? n 
-
FIGURE 5._ 
Example or Interactive Input 
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DEFINE RECORD HDJr:REc USING 
01 HEADER. 
05 HREC USAGE LONG. 
05 PRIMARY. 
10 DATE PIC XC 12). 
10 LINE PIC X(6). 
10 CODE PIC X(6>. 
10 LOT PIC XC 6 >. 
10 HAF PIC XC 2 >. 
10 SPLIT PICX<2>. 
05 STATUS. 
10 FPHDR PIC X. 
10 LRHDR PIC X. 
10 PHDR PIC X. 
10 FPDAT PIC X. 
10 LRDAT PIC X. 
10 POAT PIC X. 
05 FINAL PROBE. 
-10 FPFILE PIC X< 20). 
10 FPRECN USAGE LONG. 
10 FPLOT PIC XC20). 
10 FPPROG PIC XClO). 
10 FPLIT PIC XC20). 
10 FPZON PIC XC20). 
10 FPDATE PIC X( 12). 
10 FPTEMP USAGE HORD. 
10 FPNODE USAGE B'YTE. 
10 FPSTA USAGE B'YTE. 
10 FPVER · USAGE HORD. 05 LASER REPAIR. 
-10 LRFILE PIC X<20). 
10 LRRECN USAGE LONG. 
10 LRLOT PIC XC20). 
10 LRPROG PIC XC 10 > • 
10 LRPLIT PIC XC20). 
10 LRZON PIC XC20). 
10 LRDATE PIC X<l2). 
10 LRTEMP USAGE HORD. 
10 LRNODE USAGE BYTE.· 
10 LRSTA USAGE BYTE. 
10 LRVER USAGE WORD. 
05 PROCESS FIPT. 
-10 PFILE PIC XC20) • 
10 PREC USAGE LONG. 
10 PCODE PIC XC6>. 
10 PLOT PIC X< 7 >. 
10 PHAF PIC XC 7 >. 
10 PSPL PIC X< 2 >. 
10 PTEMP USAGE HORD. 
10 PDATE PIC XC 12 > • 
10 POPR PIC X<3>. 
10 PSYS USAGE s,i·rE. 
FIGURE 8 . 
. R~cord Definition for Header File 
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~define record fpp_rec using 
01 fpp. 
.. ,. 
05 hrec usage long. 
05 results. 
10 test 
10 rl. 
15 npl 
15 nfl 
10 r2. 
15 np2 
15 nf2 
10 r3. 
15 np3 
15 nf3 
10 r4. 
15 np4 
15 nf4 
10 rs. 
15 npS 
15 nfS 
OS yields. 
10 yl 
10 y2 
10 y3 
··10 y4 
10 yS 
05 wsum. 
10 npw 
10 nfw 
10 yw 
usage word. 
usage word. 
usage word. 
usage word. 
usage word. 
usage word. 
usage word. 
usage word. 
usage word. 
usage word. 
usage word. 
computed by 
computed by 
computed by 
computed by 
computed by 
choice npl+nfl eq O then CO> 
. ... 
·• 
·\ 
else npl/(npl+nfl>*lOO end_c:hoice. 
choice np2+nf2 eq O then CO> 
else np2/(np2+nf2>*100 end_choice. 
choice np3+nf3 eq O then <O> 
else np3/(np3+nf3)~100 end_choice. 
choice np4+nf4 eq O then CO> 
else np4/(np4+nf4>*100 end_choice. 
choice np5+nf5 eq O then <O> 
else npS/(npS+nfS>*lOO end_choice. 
computed by npl+np2+np3+np4+np5. 
computed by nfl+nf2+nf3+nf4+nf5. 
computed by choice npw+nfw eq O then (0) 
else npw/Cnpw+nfw)*lOO end_choice . 
FIGURE 9. 
Final Probe Pass/Fall Record Definition 
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r 
define record fpc_rec u1inq 
01 fpc. 
. -
05 hrec 
05 reault1. 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
te1t 
1itel • 
15 11 
15 1ql 
15 nl 
1ite2. 
15 •2 
15 sq2 
15 n2 
site3. 
15 s3 
15 sq3 
15 n3 
site4. 
15 •4 
15 sq4 
15 n4 
sites. 
15 s5 
15 sq5 
15 n5 
stats. 
15 stl. 
20 ml 
20 sdl 
15 st2. 
20 m2 
20 sd2 
15 st3. 
20 m3 
20 sdl 
15 st4. 
20 m4 
20 sd4 
15 st5. 
20 ms 
20 sdl 
15 wresults. 
20 SW 
20 sqw 
20 nw 
15 wstats. 
20 mw 
20 sdw 
usage vord. 
usage real. 
usage real. 
usage word. 
usage real. 
usage real. 
usage word. 
usage real. 
usage real. 
usage word. 
usage real. 
usage real. 
usage word. 
usage real. 
usage real~ 
usage word. 
computed by choice nl eq O then <O> 
else 11/nl end choice. 
-computed by choice nl le l then CO> 
else fn$sqrt<<sql -sl~sl/nl)/(nl -1>> 
computed by choice n2 eq O then <O> 
else s2/n2 end choice. 
-
computed by choice n2 le 1 then <O> 
else fn$sqrt<<sq2 -s2~s2/n2)/(n2 -1>> 
computed by choice n3 eq O then <O> 
else s3/n3 end choice. 
-computed by choice n3 le 1 then (0) 
else fn$sqrt<<sq3 -s3~s3/n3)/(n3 -1)) 
computed by choice n4 eq O then <O> 
else s4/n4 end choice. 
-
computed by choice n4 le 1 then <O> 
else (n$sqrt<<sq4 -s4~s4/n4)/(n4 -1>> 
computed by choice n5 eq O then <O> 
else sS/nS end choice. 
-
computed by choice n5 le 1 ·then <O> 
else fn$sqrt<<sq5 -ss~s5/n5)/(n5 -1>> 
computed by Csl+s2+s3+s4+s5). 
computed by (sql+sq2+sq3+sq4+sq5). 
computed by <nl+n2+n3+n4+n5>. 
computed by choice nw eq O then (O> 
else sw/nw end choice. 
-
... 
·.• 
end choice. 
-
end choice. 
-
end choice. 
-
end choice. 
-
end choice. 
-
computed by choice nw le 1 then <O> 
else fn$sqrt<<sqw -sw-'rsw/nw)/(nw -1>> end choice. 
-
• 
FIGURE 10. 
Final Probe Characterization Record Definition 
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define record fpb_rec • using 
01 fpb. 
05 hrec usage long. 
05 zone usage word. 
05 bins. 
10 binO usage word. 
10 binl usage word. 
10 bin2 usage word. 
10 bin3 usage word. 
10 bin4 usage word. 
10 binS usage word. 
10 bin6 - usage word. 
10 bin7 usage word. 
10 binB usage word. 
10 bin9 usage word. 
10 binlO usage word. 
10 binll usage word. 
10 binl2 usage word. 
10 binl3 usage word. 
10 bin14 usage word. 
10 binlS usage word. 
.. 
. , 
FIGURE 11. 
Final Probe Bin Record Definition 
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define record pdt_rec • using 
01 pdt. 
05 hrec usage long. 
05 results. 
.. 
10 test usage word. 
10 sl. 
15 rl usage real. 
10 s2. 
· ... 
15 r2 usage real. ' 
10 s3. 
15 r3 usage real. 
10 s4. 
15 r4 usage real. 
10 s5. 
15 rs usage real. 
10 wafsum. 
15 rw computed by (rl+r2+r3+r4+r5)/5. 
• ,
.. _ 
FIGURE 1·2. 
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Process Parameter Record Definition 
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t dtr32 
VAX Datatrieve Vl.2 
DEC Query and Report Syste1 
type HELP tor help 
DIR> tnSwidth(200) 
Dti> set coluans_pJ4Je=200 
DIR> ready hdr 
Dtl> print tinal_probe ot hdr with fphdr='Y' 
fPFILE fPiECH fPLOT 
tdb2:510038.wat 49046 510038 510038016 
tdb2:510038.wat 16373 510038 51003817 
tdb2:SIOOJ8.wat 51102 510038 S10038018 
tdb2:Sl0038.waf 44049 51~038 51003820 
tct,2:510038.wat 9393 510038 510038021 
tdb2:510038.11.3f 52384 510038 510038022 
tdb2:Sl0038.wat 42702 510038 51003823 
Wb2:510038.waf 46073 510038 510038024 
t.<1>2:510038.wat 39212 510038 510038027 
\<1>2:510038.wat 24213 510038 510038028 
tdb2:510038.wat 40834 510038 51003829 
tdb2:510038.wat 33922 510038 510038030 
$.dtr32 
VAX Datatrieve V3.2 
DEC Query and Report System 
Type HELP for help 
DIR> r ea,jy hdr 
DIR> print pr in1-3ry of hdr with w.;1f 
-
• 0 l • 
(IAIE LINE CODE LOT WAF SPLIT 
16-feb-1986 ,j,j 1 111•3038 01 
l l-f et,-1986 . ,j,j 1 md734 01 
28-tet,-1986 d,j 1 me740 (• l 
lG-feb-1~86 ,j.j l n1d'l76 01 
ll-feb-1986 •::td l 11·, ,j 7 Cj 7 01 
l 7-teb-l '386 d,::t I naaj798 01 
13-feb-1986 ddl md816 01 
l 5-f et,-1986 d,j l m,j854 01 
09-.3pr- l 98G d,j l I0~-)129 01 
23-:ipr -1986 . ddl mg277 01 . , .. 1 
FPPiOG FPLI? EPZOH FPDAIE FPIENP EtNODE EPSIA fl'VEI 
N411024 N411024 N411024 18-Feb-1986 90 113 1 ~78? J -11411024 tt411024 tt411024 17-Eeb-1986 90 111 l 3857 N411024 fi411024 11411024 18-Eeti-1986 90 113 1 5784 N411024 H-411024 N411024 18-F et,-1986 90 113 1 S780 
"411024 lt411024 N411024 16-Feb-1986 90 111 2 3847 N411024 H411024 H411024 18-Feb-1986 CJO 113 2 5707 N411024 11411024 N411024 18-Feb-1986 90 113 1 5778 H411024 H411024 H411024 18-Feb-1986 90 113 2 5705 N411024 H411024 N4ll024 18-Feb-1986 90 113 1 5774 N411024 H411024 N411024 17-Feb-1986 90 113 1 5764 ft411024 tt411024 N411024 18-Feb-1986 CJO 113 I 5776 N411024 Htll024 tl411024 17-Feb-1986 90 113 1 5772 
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I dtrl2 
VAi D1l1tritva V3.2 
IEC lutry MCI ltpar\ Svstn 
ty,e IEI.P fa,"''' 
m> fnttlidUl(lOO) 
m> wt tallllll_J111=200 
RI> rtldr f pc 
-
' 
Ill> ,,int hrtt, test, sitel, sit.12, sit1l, sittt, sit.es af f,c 
HIIC tESI SI 5'11 11 52 
14 27 4.4200£•01 1.953'£+03 1 4.0800E+Ol 
14 21 l.6toOE+tO 2.'896£+00 1 1.7700£ ... 
It 29 3.7700E+Ol l.4213E+03 1 3.4400£+01 
14 31 2.3800£+01 5.'644E+02 1 l.MOOEtOI 
14 33 -9.1JOOE+02 8.8172£+05 1 -9.5300Et02 
14 34 -1.4400£+02 2.0736£+04 1 -1.,900£+02 
14 36 3.'700£+00 1.5761£+01 I 3.'100E+OO 
14 37 4.4500£+00 l.'803£+01 • 1 4.5700£+00 
14 38 4.7100£+00 2.2184E+tl I 4.83001+00 
14 180 0.0000£•00 O.OOOOE+OO 0 O.OOOOE+OO 
14 801 2.7800£+00 7.7284Et00 1 O.OOOOE+OO 
14 803 l.8700E•OO 3.4969£+00 l O. 0000£ +00 
14 804 1.1600£•00 1.345'£+00 l O.OOOOE•OO 
1 
c.r,1 
"-bacuti• \ereiMt.ld by oper1tor. 
RI> pint hrtc, i,,t, wst,t, ot tpc 
HIEC TEST Ill sow 
14 r, 42.000 l.0710E+OO 
14 21 l.788 2.8809£-01 ,, 
It 2' 35.358 l.13l6E+OO 
14 31 19.,U 1.400tJE+OO 
14 33 -930.154 9.'682E•OO 
14 34 -218.538 1.3633£+02 
14 36 3.927 ,.4028£-02 
14 37 4.430 5.11,21-02 
14 38 t.,n 6.3433£-02 
14 180 26.000 O.OOOOE+OO 
14 801 2.'50 1.3115£-01 
14 803 1.823 4.0304£-02 
14 804 1.IJO 2.1606£-02 
S3 SQ3 N3 S4 ss IS 
l."46£+03 1 2.IJlCJOE+02 1.2259£+04 7 4.1500£+01 l.n23E•03 I l.4600E+Ol 3.5810£+03 2 
3.132CJE+OO 1 1.2630£+01 2.3552£+01 7 1.6200£+00 2.6244£+00 1 3.IOOOEtOO 7.2922£tt0 2 
1.1834£+03 1 2.4550£+02 8.6130£+03 7 3.4800E+Ol 1.2110£+03 I 7.1900Et01 2.5879Et03 2 
3.5721£+02 1 !.34CJ0£+02 2.6000£•03 7 l.8800E+Ol 3.S344E+02 I 3. IJJOOE +Ol 7.7405£ .. ~ 2 
1J0821E~ I -6.48JOE+OJ ,.0044£•06 7 -l.B440E+Ol 1.7002£+06 · :Z -1.8730£+03 1.7541£+06 2 
2 8561E+04 1 -l.2320E+03 2.5880£+05 7 -7.0400£•02 3.2781£•05 2 -5. CJ200£t02 2.0800Et05 z 
1.5761£+01 1 2.75JOE+Ol l.08JOE+Ol 7 3.8400[+00 l.4746£•01 1 7.1100£+00 3.0507£+01 2 
2.088SE+Ol 1 3.0770£+01 1.3526£+02 7 4.4400[+00 l.'114E+Ol I 8.'300Et00 3.W13E+Ol 2 
2.3329E+Ol l 3.2470E+Ol 1.5062£+02 7 4.7000£•00 2.2090£+01 l ,.4100£+00 4.4274E+tl 2 
O.OOOOE•OO 0 7.8000E+Ol 2.0280£+03 3 O.OOOOE+OO O.OOOOE+OO 0 2.6000£+01 6.7iOOE+02 l 
0.0000£+00 0 3.lOOOE+OO CJ.6100£•00 l 2.9600£•00 8.7616£+00 1 2.9600£+00 1.1,16£+00 •• J 
O.OOOOE+OO 0 l.7800E+OO 3.1684E•OO 1 l.BOOOE+OO J.l400Ef00 I 1.8400£+00 3.3856£~ 'a 
0.0000£+00 0 l.1200E+OO 1.2544£+00 l l.1300E•OO l.2761JE+OO I 1.1100£+00 l.2321£+t0 l 
I 
• a 
-e. 
'l!J • 
•• a. .... a ~ t, 
.,i:::a. 
·I ~ d 
~ • l!!J ; 
... ~ .. ?' 
·o 
a 
"' a 
• 
dtr32 
UAX Datatrieve V3.2 
DEC Query and ieport Syst•• 
Type HELP tor h~lp . 
DTR> tnSwidth(l32> 
DIR> set columnstpa9e=l32 
DTR> ready pdt 
DIR> print pdt 
HREC TES? Rl 
1 
' 
l.7140E+Ol 
1 B -S.S990E-Ol 
1 9 S.1080£-0l 
1 10 -l.2830E+Ol 
1 17 8.5990£+02 
l 19 3.1980£+02 
l 20 2.1S70E+0l 
R2 13 R4 RS 
l.7290E+Ol l.7140E+Ol l.7180E+Ol 1.7120E+Ol 
-S.5990£-01 -S.6340E-Ol -5.G470E-Ol -S.5920£-01 
S.7160E-Ol S.7310E-Ol 5.7360£-01 5.7090E-Ol 
-l.2860E+Ol -l.2990E+Ol -1.2850£+01 -l.2930E+Ol 
8.4910E+02 8.6050E+02 8.5210E+02 8.S240E+O:: 
3.1680£+02 3.0590£+02 3.1Sl0E+02 3.1240£+02 
2.1510E+Ol 2.1420E+Ol 2.1530E+Ol 2.1S90E+Ol 
• 
_, 
t dtr32 
VAX Datatrieve U3.2 
DEC Query ~nd Report Syste• 
· type HBLP tor help 
DIR) totwidth(l32) 
DIR) sat caluans_pa9e=l32 
Dtl) ready hdr 
llS DTR> ready fpp DIR> far hdr crass tpp aver t,rec 
... CLaak.in9 tar st41teaentl · 
• El CON> print priaarr, wsua 
'2. IIJIJ DA!E LINE CODE LOT WAF SPLIT ·Nf'W NFW YW ·r· • a. .... 
• cal 16-teb-1986 ddl a9038 16 13 110 
10.569 
t:, 16-teb-1986 ddl •9038 16. 75 4 94.937 
·~ 
0, ~ C 16-teb-1986 ddl ag038 16· 92 30 75.410 16-feb-1986 ddl ag038 16 13 158 7.60l I ~ " 16-teb-1986 ddl •9038 16 13 158 7.602 16-teb-1986 ddl ag038 16 13 158 7.602 
~-
l!!J 16-teb-1986 ddl •9038 16 12 0 100.000 
16-feb-1986 ddl ag038 16 12 0 100.000 
... 16-teb-1986 ddl •9038 16 12 0 100.000 ~ °' 16-feb-1986 ddl •9038 16 12 0 100.000 • •• 16-feb-1986 ddl •9038 16 12 0 100.000 ...... 0 16-teb-1986 ddl •g038 16 12 0 100.000 
a 16-feb-1986 ddl •9038 16 1 . ., 0 100.000 .. 
1 16-teb-1986 ddl •9038 16 12 0 100.000 16-teb-1986 ddl •9038 16 . 
[ . 
• 
-
_. 
... -
._--
$ dtr32 . 
VAX Datatrieve V3.2 
DEC Query and Report System 
Type HELP for help 
DTR> ready pdt 
DTR> ready fpc 
DTR> for pdt cross fpc over hrec with 
[Looking for Boolean expression] 
CON>·pdt_rec.test=129 and fpc_rec.test=825 and 
[Looking for Boolean expression] 
CON> pdt_rec.rw between .5 and 2.0 and 
[Looking for Boolean expression] 
CON> fpc_recsmW between 50 and 200 
[Looking for statement] 
CON> print rw, mw 
RW 
1.130 
1.069 
1.391 
0.890 
1.438 
1.118 
1.019 
1.015 
1.078 
1.271 
1 .. 023 
0.995 
0.935 
0.953 
0.990 
0.891 \;· 
117.000 
110.750 
149.333 
97.600 
149.750 
113.571 
108.333 
109 .6()0 
114.800 
128.000 
118.000 
113.000 
104. ooo. 
109.667 
117.000 
105.000 
FIGURE 17, 
Example of DAT ATRIEVE Output 
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